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“The role of data science is
ever important in creating a
scientific understanding of
maintenance and its
underlying processes...”

Currently we are focussed on adapting our research and
innovation strategy to exploit the opportunities provided
by the power of data science and analytics to facilitate the
development of new models and methodology for correct
and timely decision making in maintenance. The role of data
science is ever important in creating a scientific understanding
of maintenance and its underlying processes, and in linking
the contributions of maintenance to the total business goals.
As in the past, our efforts have been directed at securing a
sustainable financial platform to allow our basic and theoretical research to continue, and to provide a solid basis for the
achievement of high quality in our applied and industrial
research. Our achievements and growth since our establishment provide us with confidence and reassure us that we are
on the right track.
I am pleased to inform you that our much awaited proposal
to start a Master’s Program in Maintenance Engineering has
received a positive response from the University Management
and that the first batch of undergraduates embarking on the
International Master’s Program in Maintenance Engineering will commence their studies in the autumn of 2016. I
am also pleased to announce that our much talked-about
e-Maintenance Lab is functional and has been in operation
since last year, and that our Condition-Based Maintenance
Lab will be ready for use by our students this autumn.
Our efforts of the past few years have resulted in establishing us as leading and attractive partners for EU Framework
Programmes and, the H2020 Program. Currently we are involved in two research projects within the H2020 Framework
Program under the “Smart, Green and Integrated Transport”
Challenge.
During 2015, in addition to a number of industry-relevant
workshops, seminars and courses, we organized the 2015
ICRESH-ARMS Congress, where a host of industrial organizations, researchers and government agencies interested in
the e-business of asset management participated and interacted with each other to share and enrich their experiences. All
these activities were organized and coordinated through our
two centres of excellence, namely Luleå Railway Research
Center (JVTC) and the Center for Maintenance and Industrial Services (C-MIS).

As in the past, our efforts are aligned to secure a sustainable
financial platform to allow our basic and theoretical research
to continue, and provide a solid basis for the achievement of
high quality in our applied and industrial research. The high
quality of the Division’s research is reflected in the number
of journal articles contributions to proceedings, book chapters , and books being published.
I must convey my sincere gratitude to all my colleagues at the
Division for their commitment and effort as a team, and to
our partners from industry and the University Management
for their continuous support and guidance.
It gives me immense pleasure to present the annual report for
the year 2015.

Dr Uday Kumar
Professor and Head
20th February 2015
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The Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering was established as a new academic and research
subject in the year 2001. Since then, the Division has progressed continuously towards establish itself as a
pioneer research group in the field of operation and maintenance engineering.With the increasing awareness
among the industry and academia that maintenance ensures safe and sustainable performance and creates additional value into the business process, industries are now have started considering maintenance as an integral
part of the business process while applying a holistic view of the asset engineering and management.

The Division of

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE
Engineering

The subject area of Operation and Maintenance Engineering is multidisciplinary in nature, transcending the boundaries separating many
disciplines of science, technology and arts. Keeping this in mind, the
activities of the Division are aligned towards finding synergies with other
engineering disciplines and building networks with many active research
groups, locally and worldwide. The Division has been successful in
obtaining grants from EU leading to 7 projects within FP7 program. The
Division has also launched an International Journal of System Assurance
Engineering and Management with Springer. The establishment of SKF
- University Technology Center for advanced condition monitoring has
provided the Division with much needed platform for the development
of prediction technology. Besides, two eMaintenance Labs are functioning at LTU and LKAB, Kiruna; and a Condition Monitoring lab is being
established at the Division.

The Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering has gradually
grown in size. By the end of the year 2015, the Division has 08 Senior
Researchers , 26 Faculty / Technical Staffs, 4 guest professors and 29
PhD students (including industrial and external PhD students).
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T hrou gh
2001

2005

2007

The Division is established

The first doctoral degree

Crossing the Atlantic

Division of Operation and
Maintenance is established with
Professor Uday Kumar as head.
LKAB sponsor and maintenance
research within the field of mining starts.

Doctoral diplomas are handed
out to the two first PhD’s in
Operation and Maintenance at
Luleå University of Technology.

By starting a collaboration with
Toronto University and University
of Cincinnati, the division’s work
crosses the atlantic.

eMaintenance becomes
research subject

Program for Iranian industry

Takes the role as coordinator for big research center
Luleå Railway Research center
(JVTC) is now led and coordinated by the division, and the
division’s research in Railway
maintenance begins.

2002
Sponsors Professor
in Maintenance
Swedish transport administration sponsors partnership
in maintenance to build up
research competence.

2003
Aviation in sight
The first research project is
conducted together with SAAB
Aerospace and the division
starts their research in aviation
maintenance.

Receives Licentiate degrees
When two of the division’s
PhD students receives Licentiate awards in Operation and
Maintenance they are the first
in their research area at Luleå
University of Technology.

2004
Iran as partner in education
Until now there is no undergraduate specialization in the
subject area of Operation and
Maintenance Engineering.
However, the division starts an
International MSc Engineering Program in Maintenance
Engineering and Management
in close co-operation with Sharif
University of Technology.
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the ye ars

For the first time, research
within the brand new area of
eMaintenance is launched, this
in a collaboration with SAAB.

2006
Center of Excellence CMIS
is launched
To provide a neutral platform for
cooperation among industries,
academia and other stakeholders interested in the area of
maintenance and industrial
services, the center of excellence CMIS is established.

Organizer for international
COMADEM
The division organizes the 19th
International congress on Condition Monitoring and Diagnostic
Engineering Management, called
COMADEM. About 250 participants from 41 countries gather
up in Luleå where the congress
is held.

Launch of International
Master Program
To meet the ever growing
demand of European and
Scandinavian industry,
Luleå University of
Technologylaunches
the two year
International
Masters of
Science program
in Maintenance
Engineering.

In order to improve maintenance
competence, industry workers in
Iran are educated in maintenance by the division.

2008
First PhD in eMaintencence
After a successful dissertation
the first PhD in eMaintenance is
examined.

2009
Grants from Strategic
research council
The Division succeeds in getting
grants from strategic research
council of Sweden – establishing maintenance as a strategic
area for research for Sweden.

2010
Develops Research Journal
The division launches Research
journal IJSA published by
Springer.

First international congress
on eMaintenance
The Division successfully
organizes the first International
Congress on eMaintenance,
in Luleå, Sweden from 22-24
June, 2010.

2011
Number of staff duplicated
During the last 7 years the
division has gained and doubled
their number of employees from
25 to 50.

Organizer for the first MMPM
Conference
Strategies and intelligent
systems to assist companies to
take control of expensive maintenance costs, are discussed
by international companies and
researchers at the new conference -Maintenance Performance
Measurement Management.

Center of excellence
in Condition Monitoring

Dominant on EU financed
projects

Takes the lead for new
high-tech railway project

The establishment of SKF University Technology Center for
advanced condition monitoring
has provided the Division with
much needed platform for the
development of prediction technology. UTC is a cross-functional
collaboration between three
departments at the university:
Machine Element, Embedded
Internet Systems Lab and Operation, Maintenance and Acoustics.

The division recieves their 12th
EU financed project which gives
the research subject highest
sucessrate at Luleå University of
Technology.

ePilot119, a railway maintenance project with partners
from the whole railway sector
represented, aiming to focus
on implementation of eMaintenance, starts.

2012
First international
eMaintenance laboratory
A unique laboratory for eMaintenance is established as the first
in the world in order to facilitate
different research and development activities.

2013
Bachelor in Operation
and Maintenance
The new Bachelor Program in
Maintenance Engineering has
been developed together with
the industry. During the first year
25 students from all over Sweden begins their education.

Sustainable transportation
Sustainable transportation is
created to be an interdisciplinary
research area and it’s one of the
university’s Areas of excellence
in research and innovation .

Industrial eMaintenance Lab
A similar lab to the eMaintenance Lab was inaugurated
in Kiruna. Nowhere else in the
world there is such a venture. It
is headed by Luleå University of
Technology in close cooperation
with LKAB with multiple partners. The initiative involves both
research, education, and testing.

2014
Technical expert for the
Swedish parliament
When The Committee on
Transport held a public hearing
to shed light on choices facing
the railroad, Uday Kumar was
invited to talk about the latest
maintenance research from a
technical perspective.

2015
Part of Swedish government
railway delegation to India
and Tokyo
Established contact with
NASA ames research centres
San Francisco

Hands-on railway
laboratory opens
In our new CBM-Iab (Condition
Based Maintenance), we conduct
research and education in
condition based maintenance
with focus on future demands
from the industry.
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Education
The Operation and Maintenance group is involved in
teaching at undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate
programs. Additionally, every year a good number of
seminars, workshops and Continuing Education
Programs are organized for enhanced learning.

Operation
and Maintenance
Engineering
Undergraduate Program
(Bachelor of Engineering
in Maintenance)
Maintenance Engineering program is designed to
provide both on campus and distance students
a foundation in basic maintenance and reliability
Engineering. There are several large companies
actively participating in this education providing
summer jobs and seminars for our students.

Graduate Courses
Graduate Courses and Program (Master in Maintenance Engineering)
During 2015, a new Master Program in
Maintenance Engineering was developed. The first
students will start in August 2016. The program
contains courses designed to hold a high academic
level while dealing with real industrial problems.
This is realized in courses such as “Condition
Monitoring and Condition Based Maintenance” and

INTERVIEW
Agnes Nilsson from Gällivare 20 years studying
for Bachelor of Science
in maintenance technology at Luleå University of
Technology
The reason I chose to study Engineering program in
Maintenance Engineering was because I, through
the summer, I had, on learning of the future need
for maintenance work in the industry. This is also
something that our program manager understruckit
when I was in contact with him. During my high
school, we read some occasional maintenance
courses, which also got me to open their eyes to
the subject. That so many engineers working on
maintenance issues and that the program has
many business partners who make this training
more attractive than other engineering programs,
according to me. The program can be studied both
on site in Luleå but at a distance from home is a big
plus as it makes it possible to combine studies and
work - something I have done in periods.

“eMaintenance: From Data to Decision”, which aim
to provide the students with the skill and knowledge of advanced condition monitoring systems
and how Information Communication Technologies
can be used facilitate maintenance decision support in real industrial applications.
The Division is also involved in teaching a number
of courses in other MSc Programmes in Engineering programs at Luleå University Technology.
Courses in Operation and Maintenance are offered
to the students in Civil Engineering, Sustainable
Energy Engineering and Mining and Geotechnical
Engineering. The Division also conducts courses in
Mining Equipment Engineering and Mine Automation for the Mining Engineering students.
The following graduate courses are taught by the
Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering:
n
n

Applied Operations Research
 ondition Monitoring and Condition based
C
Maintenance

Postgraduate programs and courses
Postgraduate studies at Luleå University of
Technology include two higher degrees: Licentiate in Engineering and PhD in Engineering.
Both degrees are awarded by Luleå University
of Technology in recognition of the candidates’
theoretical and applied knowledge and command
over a wide range of related subjects in a given
academic discipline. Usually, it takes 4 years to
obtain a PhD degree, and approximately half that
time to obtain a Licentiate degree. The following
courses at postgraduate level are offered by the
Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering:
n

Advanced Maintenance: Theory & Application

n

Applied Reliability Engineering

n

Asset Engineering and Management

n

Life Cycle Cost (LCC): Theory & Application

n

Performance Measurement and Management

n

Product Support & Industrial Services

n

Research Methodology in Engineering

n

Risk & Vulnerability Analysis

n

Human Factors in Maintenance

n

eMaintenance

n

Maintenance Engineering and Management

n

Maintenance Strategy

n

Mine Automation

n

n

Operation and Maintenance - Hydropower

n

n

Operation and Maintenance Engineering

n

Production Equipment Management

n

Reliability Engineering

n
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S tochastic Models for Reliability Analysis and
Maintenance Optimization
Advanced Reliability Engineering
F oundation of Fuzzy Set and fuzzy logic for
industrial application

Master program

Master’s Program in
Maintenance Engineering
Effective operation and maintenance processes are very important for a sustainable future.This Masters program
is designed to fulfill both industrial and academic demands so that can pursue a carreer in a technical and competitive industry or academia.
The goal of maintenance is to keep systems free
from errors by early identification and prevention of
problems. A company’s efficiency and profitability
depends heavily on their maintenance performance. By improving maintenance , huge savings
can be made while quality and reliability are
improved. In the Masters program, Maintenance
Engineering, you learn to analyze the causes of
faults and implement improvements in the process.
You ‘ll also learn how to implement solutions that
reduce energy consumption or costly breakdowns,
which in turn contributes to a sustainable future.

Description
The Masters program was developed to fulfill both
industrial and academic needs. Therefore, the
program contains courses designed to hold a high
academic level while dealing with real industrial
problems. Courses, such as “Condition Monitoring
and Condition Based Maintenance” or “Design for

Maintenance”, use examples from the industry
and state-of-the-art methods to teach the students
what is being done today and how to improve
upon it. Other courses, like “Automatic Control”
and “eMaintenance: From Data to Decision” are
given to help the student develop their skills and
knowledge in the how Information Communication Technologies can be further implemented in
industrial solutions. Our goal is that all students
work in a Masters thesis project that relates to the
“real world” and companies like LKAB, Vattenfall,
Swedish Transportation Authority, SSAB, Boliden,
Saab Aerospace, Metso Minerals, ABB, and SCA
develop projects for our students.

techniques in the workplace. Since the program
is designed to hold high academic standards, you
will work with relevant industrial projects to gain
knowledge necessary for both industry

Labour market
There is an increasing demand for Maintenance
Engineers today and with a good education
you should be able to implement maintenance
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Research Activities
The scope of research activities of the Division cover different areas of basic engineering and applied sciences and
management leading to integrated maintenance engineering solutions for industrial and business problems.
Over the years, the Division has developed
core competence in the field of operation
and maintenance engineering and management with special focus on “Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Supportability” (RAMS). The Division’s capability covers
the Asset Engineering & Management, Reliability and Maintainability modeling, Risk
Management, Condition Monitoring, Life
Cycle Cost (LCC), Life Cycle Profit (LCP),
Service and Product Support, e-maintenance,
Performance Measurement, modeling &
Management, etc. The Division is proactively
working towards the implementation of new
and emerging technologies in operation
and maintenance engineering for complex
industrial systems.

The core research areas identified for
strategic focus are:
n RAMS, LCC/LCP and risk analysis
n Condition Monitoring
n Remaining Useful Life Estimation
n Maintenance Decision Modelling
n Diagnostic & Prognostic
n eMaintenance & Information Logistics
n Maintenance Performance Measurement
and Management
n Human Factors in Maintenance
n Design for /out Maintenance
Projects within Operation and Maintenance research programs
During the last decade, the numbers of
sponsored research projects in different areas

of operation and maintenance have increased
significantly. Our research group works
in close collaboration with industries and
prominent research groups active in the field
of operation and maintenance engineering
world-wide. The Division undertakes and
works on applied research projects as well as
on high-end development and consultancy
projects from industry on a routine basis. The
Division has continued to build the research
programs, adopting a distinctive interdisciplinary approach to meet short-term and
long-term challenges faced by the industry and other organizations. The research
activities are focused on integration of all
operation and maintenance related issues at
design phase.

RAMS4- Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety/

Supportability/Sustainability/Survivability Research Program

Each engineered asset (product, plant or infrastructure) is unreliable in the sense it degrades
with age and usage and will fail ultimately.When
a failure occurs, the severity of the consequences
can be very significant – leading to higher maintenance, cost, and reduction in availability, economic loss, damage to the asset and environment
and possible loss of human lives. Unreliability
may also lead to annoyance and inconvenience
leading to a lasting customer dissatisfaction that
can create serious problems for the company’s
marketplace position and reputation.
Reliability science deals with the understanding of the degradation processes
and dealing reliability issues in the design stage. Reliability economics takes
care of cost analysis of issues relating to design for reliability, and maintenance development. Reliability technology looks into technologies to sense
and monitor system degradation, to collect and analyze relevant data for decision making. Reliability theory provides a tool to deal all facets of reliability;
engineering including maintenance, economics, and management.
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Effective maintenance theory and practice is applied to compensate the shortcoming in reliability
to bring it to the desired level by taking care of
technological and economic issues. Maintainability deals with maintenance issues during the
design stage, with an objective to facilitate easy
and cost effective maintenance strategies so
that the desired reliability can be guaranteed.
Maintenance actions, if used properly can control
the degradation and reduce or eliminate the likelihood of the occurrence of failures and to restore
a failed system to its operational state. However,
maintenance activities involves costs and these
can be a significant fraction of the operating
budget; like, around 5% in manufacturing indus-

try, 10-15 percent in aviation industry, 15 – 20%
in transport and 30% in mining industry.
Safety assessment of engineered objects forms
the foundation for robust investigation of the risks
associated with failures. The effectiveness of preventive and mitigating failure measures supports
decision making regarding safety performances.
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety
RAMS4 is a methodology that deals with function
preservation and failure prevention during the
design and operation phases of the asset’s life
cycle. The Division of Operation and Maintenance
Engineering at Luleå University of Technology
has been active in various aspects of RAMS4

Engineering. These include (i) reliability evaluation of repairable and non-repairable units, (ii)
remaining useful life estimation, (iii) maintenance
optimization and decision modeling, (iv) diagnostic
and prognostic, (v) condition monitoring and
(vi) spare parts management. These have been
applied in several different industrial sectors such
as, aerospace and aviation, rail transport, mining,
paper manufacturing, and process industry.
The aim of RAMS4 program at Luleå University of
Technology is to provide a platform to integrate
and support RAMS4 related researches and competencies to assist the transfer of this knowledge
to different industry sectors.

Condition based maintenance Research Program
A careful implementation of
Condition Monitoring and
Condition Based Maintenance
(CBM) Program offers significant potential for improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of
operation and maintenance of
plants and infrastructures.
Our Condition monitoring and CBM research
program incorporates development of methods
and models to assess the state of the item or
components using on-line or off-line data collected from the item or components of interest.
Diagnostics and prognostics are two important
aspects in a CBM program. Diagnostics deals with
fault detection, isolation and identification when
a failure has occurs. A prognostic approach deals
with fault prediction before a failure occur and tries
to determine whether a failure is impending and
estimate how soon and how likely a failure will
occur. Diagnostics are a posterior event analysis
and will normally lead to a corrective maintenance
action while prognostics are a prior event analysis
which would result in preventive actions. Within the
framework of CBM program, our main efforts are
not only on development of methods and models
but also to provide or establish scientific explanation of degradation mechanism leading to failure.
We are also attempting to develop technologies to

capture different degradation and also assess the
state in real time. Some projects are in progress
to assess the remaining useful life of components
using data and other information collected by condition monitoring of the item of interest to develop
context aware CBM program. The major sponsors

of CBM research are Trafikverket, LKAB, SKF
and VINNOVA among others. The smart bearing
projects where hybrid models are being developed
to estimate correct remaining useful life are by
SKF –UTC and VINNOVA within the framework of
SKF-LTU University Technology Center
11

Research Activities

eMaintenance
Research Program

The goal of the eMaintenance Research Program is to overcome shortcomings in the operation and
maintenance system by looking at how to facilitate decision-making in the maintenance process through provision of methodologies, technologies, and tools to various process phases (i.e. maintenance
management, maintenance support planning, maintenance planning, maintenance execution, maintenance assessment, and maintenance improvement) on-line and in real-time
The overall concept behind the eMaintenance Research Program (EMRP) is
to enable a multi-disciplinary applied
research, education, and innovation
process to conduct relevant activities in
eMaintenance. EMRP focuses on topics which reflect issues and challenges
within industry and academia. Some
of these topics are: Big Data Analytics,
cloud-computing, distributed computing, crowd-computing, information
logistics, data integration, data fusion,
data processing, data visualisation, and
context adaptation.
The program also aims to design,
develop, and provide artefacts based on
edge technology to demonstrate proof12

of-concept within the aforementioned
topics. The main objective of these
demonstrators are to validate academic
outcome in industrial contexts. To
achieve this, EMRP collaborate with
eMaintenance LAB.
eMaintenance LAB, is located at the
University in Luleå and a similar site
developed for LKAB in Kiruna, Sweden. These sites are designed and developed to facilitate hands-on experiences
in eMaintenance research. The lab provides a set of inter-connected and integrated services grouped as architectural
services, infrastructural services, and
platform services. The provided tools are
utilised in research, education, and in-

novation within operation and maintenance.Furthermore, eMaintenance LAB
is used to encourage and strengthen the
cooperation and collaboration between
industrial and academia partners.
In addition, EMRP has initiated the
International Workshop and Congress
in eMaintenance, which is the first
and only conference in this discipline.
EMRP has been hosting the conferences since 2010, in cooperation with the
partners from industry and academia.
The conferences have been a forum for
fruitful knowledge-sharing between
industry and academia.

Human Factors Research Program
The Division has initiated a Human Factors research program in order to reduce user related risks
and improve the maintenance process.

Some of the projects within the
program
Effective Maintenance Execution with Human Factor Interventions
This project focuses on developing easy to implement guidelines for good maintenance practices through Human Factors
interventions.
Decision support data for aircraft maintenance personnel.
The goal of this project is to develop context based decision
support for aircraft maintenance personnel. This includes
the visualization of necessary maintenance information, the
reduction of cognitive workload and reducing the risk for
human error.
Visualization

of maintenance information in the context of an operational aircraft

This project is in the process of developing a decision support
tool using Google Glass and picture recognition technologies
for aircraft maintenance technicians.

Human Factors is the scientific discipline concerned with
the understanding of interactions among humans and other
elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory,
principles, data, and other methods to design in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance (IEA,
2000). We aim to assist maintenance organizations in; railway,
mining, aviation, process industry, hydropower, to increase
their competitiveness through the implementation of Human
Factors principles. This is achieved by the improvement of
maintenance work processes, reducing human error, improving cognitive awareness, and decreasing mental workload
during maintenance activities.
The Human Factors program presently consists of projects
dealing with:
Human error in a maintenance
context

Augmented reality headset for aircraft maintenance
A headset designed for augmented reality support, a physical
non-working prototype, was developed so that the physical
ergonomic aspects could be tested.
Tablet

based web Graphical
craft maintenance personal

User Interface

for air-

The goal of this project was to reduce the aircraft maintenance technician’s workload and reduce the amount of
paperwork. This resulted in a tablet based Graphical User
Interface designed for the specific needs of military aircraft
maintenance technicians.
The goal is to continuously improve the work place for both
operative and maintenance personnel therefore we will continue to work with Human Factors issues that improve the
whole lifecycle of and asset.

n

n

Physical ergonomics

n

Cognitive ergonomics

n

Visual ergonomics

Maintenance facilitates the development
of society in a sustainable way
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Branch Areas

Branch Research Areas

The division performs research, development and innovations related to different sectors.
Ongoing research and innovations programs connected to the various sectors as illustrated below.
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Mining

Research Area

Since Sweden is a mining and industrial country,
the mining operation and machineries are attractive research topics, especially in the north.
Mining is one of the main research topics in the Division of
Operation and Maintenance Engineering. Many research projects related to mining machineries and production systems
has been done or are in progress in the Division.

Some of the projects
Mine Production Assurance Program (MinePAP)
Production assurance program (PAP) which has been developed in oil and gas industry has been selected as a core idea
for this research. To guaranty the desired production level the
production bottlenecks need to be detected, uncertainties be
controlled, and the dynamic interaction of dominant parameters in production system be modeled and analyzed.
In the continuation of MinePAP project in 2015, the topic of
uncertainty modeling of mine production was in focus. Uncertainty analysis investigates the uncertainty of variables that
are used in decision-making problems. In this research, a huge
amount of production data for 2.5 years from one of Swedish
mine was collected and the analysis is carried out.
The result of this analysis presents a mathematical model
which enables us to quantify the sensitivity of mine production to selected critical parameters.
In the next step it will be tried to find the rout causes of
these uncertainties and some solutions will be presented to
eliminate or reduce their effects on mine production.

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)
in automated mining machinery

This project was funded by Swedish Agency for Innovation
(VINNOVA) and the main objective is to investigate and find
out the applicability of RCM methodology in automated
mining machinery. As the automated machinery work in the
safety bounded area in mining, so access and regular inspection and maintenance of these machineries is a challenge.
Therefore a maintenance strategy should be selected and
applied in order to not disturbing the mine production. The
preliminary study shows that RCM methodology seems to
be applicable in this category of mining machinery, but to be
sure about this finding more research is needed in case study
level. The project is going on and the first report is supposed
to be published in April 2016.
Rock and machine interface
One of the well-established rock mass characterisation
methods is drill monitoring or Measurement While Drilling
(MWD). In this project, MWD data from a rotary drilling
operation has been used for rock mass characterisation. The
influencing factors that limit the use of recorded MWD data
for rock mass characterization are identified and applied to
improve the quality of the predictions of rock mass properties. The following figure shows a variation of specific energy
(calculated from MWD data) along a mine bench.
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Branch Areas

Railway Research Area
The strategic focus of railway research program is to develop new tools, methods and models that will
facilitate innovative solutions to railway problems related to operation and maintenance.
The strategic focus of the research program is to ensure increased availability, capacity and sustainability of the railway network and rolling stocks by effective operation and maintenance.

picture down to the left shows one of the equipments from
LB-foster at the northern part of the line. The project will
show if the ToR lubrications will increase the rail wheel forces.

A long-term management of the transport system requires a
maintenance system based on well thought and elaborate systems of rules, maintenance strategies, maintenance concepts
and descriptions of how the selected measures and their costs
can be linked to the effect achieved in the system’s capacity.
Concepts such as reset capability, maintenance security and
dependability are especially important when the facilities are
utilized close to their maximum capacity. It is important to
find new ways to design regulatory systems and maintenance
strategies that allow innovation while maintaining risk and
safety. The regulatory system should cater for at least maintaining security but also allow for innovation and dynamism.

IN2RAIL

Some of the projects
Top

of

Rail

lubrication.

Trafikverket and LKAB have installed the first Top of Rail
(ToR) Lubrication equipment to investigate if the systems
lubrication is working in cold climate. This was conducted
during 2013 in two different places on the Iron Ore line. The
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The next 20-30 years will see unprecedented demand for
growth in transport. European railways have to deliver
increased productivity to fulfill the growth demand across
all modes in freight and passenger services by 80% and 50%
respectively by 2050. IN2RAIL will pave the way for the
optimisation of the design of core infrastructure elements as
well as improve the management of the railway system by
adopting a holistic approach.
IN2RAIL is to set the foundations for a resilient, consistent,
cost-efficient, high capacity European network by delivering
important building blocks that unlock the innovation potential that exists in the SHIFT2RAIL Innovation Programmes
(IP) 2 and 3.
IN2RAIL will make advances towards achieving the overall
SHIFT2RAIL objectives:
enhancing the existing CAPACITY fulfilling user demand
of the European rail system;

n 

increasing the RELIABILITY delivering better and consistent quality of service of the European rail system;

n 

Improve

availability and reduced life cycle cost of

track switches

reducing the LIFE CYCLE COST (LCC) increasing competitiveness of the European rail system and European rail
supply industry

n 

WP2 – Smart Infrastructure - Innovative S&C Solutions: Improved performance, safety and reduced life cycle of S&C will
be investigated through technologies including mechatronics, self inspection/correction/adjustment, embedded sensors,
and novel locking mechanisms. The performance and safety
critical S&C asset and its reliability will be targeted. Failures
associated with S&C currently account for some 25-30% of
all infrastructure failures on European railways.
WP3 – Smart Infrastructure - Innovative Track Solutions: Fast
and efficient railhead repair methods, optimised ballast track
system, solutions to decrease noise and vibration, and a radical
hybrid track system will be areas of research. The track system
has significant safety, efficiency and costs implications for
European railways. WP3 will target key aspects to deliver cost
effective solutions.
WP4 – Smart Infrastructure - Bridges & Tunnels: Improved
knowledge on bridge and tunnels asset condition and rates of
degradation is required to reduce cost, and improve performance. Better information and intelligence to create predictive capabilities. The challenge is to develop inspection and
monitoring methods that can be used with minimal traffic
disruption.
WP6 – Smart Infrastructure - Maintenance Strategies &
Execution: Delivers a consistent and holistic approach to asset
maintenance improving the reliability of the railway system
reducing recurring maintenance costs. The research will focus
on an asset maintenance framework, a dynamic model for
track system maintenance, and condition and risk based maintenance planning.
WP9 Intelligent Mobility Management (I2M) – ‘Nowcasting’
and Forecasting: WP9 will focus on the design and development of an advanced asset information system with the ability
to ‘nowcast’ and forecast network asset status with the associated probabilities. This will allow TMS/dispatching systems to
seamlessly access heterogeneous data sources.

Track switches are critical units in railway systems, as they
perform the switching procedure that guides trains along different routes. To maintain their functional requirements there is a
need to predict the track geometry change affected by different
operating and ambient conditions. This project contain several
case studies where measurements has been performed on the
Swedish infrastructure, to determine long term track geometry
changes and the effect of different load conditions related to
the vertical deflection of the track. The knowledge gained in
the project will be finalized by developing new concepts of
turnouts that need less tamping and LCC model taking into
account diagnostics data from track recording cars (used in
Sweden). The effects obtained from the project include:
Evaluation and development of measurement methods for
measurement of track geometry changes over time and
measurements of dynamic displacement on rail

n 

New concepts of turnouts which needs less tamping

n 

Development of a LCC model which take tamping results
and costs into account

n 

Maintenance Thresholds
In the past, railway maintenance procedures were usually
planned based on the knowledge and experience of the company involved. The main goal was to provide a high level of
safety, and there was little concern for economic issues. Today,
however, the competitive environment and budget limitations
are forcing railway infrastructures to move from safety limits
to maintenance limits in order to optimize operation and
maintenance procedures. By discussing maintenance limits instead of safety limits, the focus is expanded to comprise both
operational safety and cost-effectiveness for the whole railway
transport system. Using maintenance limits mean balancing
maintenance performance measures against economics with
a view of achieving the estimated service life and delivering the function required at the right price. A methodology
to optimize track geometry maintenance by using historical geometry data has been developed and is being tested.
The methodology is based on reliability and cost analysis and
facilitates maintenance decision-making process to identify
cost-effective maintenance thresholds.
Link

and effect model application through life cycle

cost and return of investment analysis

The aim of the study is to develop a link and effect model to
improve the total effectiveness of the maintenance system for
railway infrastructure. The link and effect model is a performance measurement system that combines performance
measurement and engineering principles for proactive management of physical assets.
The aim of the project is to develop a “link and effect” model
to improve the total effectiveness of the maintenance system
for the railway infrastructure.
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Branch Areas
To manage the railway infrastructure assets effectively against agreed
and set objectives, the effect of maintenance works must be measured and monitored. Different systems are used for collecting and
storing data of traffic, failures, inspections and track quality data,
etc., for analysis and exchange of performance indicators (PIs) for
RAMS, capacity, punctuality etc, to identify performance killers and
in making more efficient and effective decisions. A link and effect
model can provide information regarding performance killers and
cost drivers, it increases the knowledge of how railway systems and
components are interlinked, facilitating accurate decision making, for
efficient and effective railway infrastructure operation.
The objective is to develop a link and effect model to improve the total
effectiveness of the maintenance system for the railway infrastructure.

Briefcase

logs track condition

With a newly developed mobile measuring
equipment installed in a bag in the size of a
briefcase, track condition can now be checked
by regular trains.The measuring equipment
is developed by the Luleå-based company
Damill and goes by the name Tracklogger.
Tests were performed during the spring of 2015,
where the Tracklogger regularly rides with the
LKAB’s ore trains between Malmberget and
Luleå ore port. A number of sensors register the
impact and shock from the rails and the data
is saved for later analysis. Irregularities such as
ridges and waves and worn rail joints and switch
crossings can now be detected earlier.
- The Tracklogger gives measurements that can
complement the usual inspections, says Dan
Larsson, Damill AB. By gaining early indications
of damage, maintenance can be planned more
efficiently and the measurement tool can thus be
used as an “early warning system”.

ePilot119

(UDATED)
ePilot119 is a pilot project undertaken in cooperation between Luleå
Railway Research Center (JVTC) at Luleå University of Technology
(LTU), TRV, railway companies, maintenance contractors for vehicle
and infrastructure as well as suppliers and consultants. The project will
run between 2014-16 on track section 119 between Boden and Luleå.
Since 2005, work has been conducted within the JVTC with the
aim of using different types of condition based data to develop a
decision support. This in order to take preventive measures in the
railway system before errors and disturbances occur. Working with
prevention rather than corrective action is a more cost effective way
to conduct maintenance activities.
ePilot119 provides a collaboration platform (demonstrator) for the development of solutions for maintenance decision support.The support
is based on the needs and requirements from various stakeholders in order to enable and transform the Swedish fragmented rail industry to an
integrated system.The solutions should result in improved punctuality
and minimized disruption in rail services and an insurance of greater
accessibility and quality together with more efficient maintenance.
It is a cross-organizational area based on information logistics to ensure that maintenance is carried out in line with both the customer
and the supplier’s business objectives to take care of the inherent
elements in all parts of a system’s life cycle. There is a strong link
between the infrastructure and the vehicles that use it. By using condition based data from across the railway sector and its stakeholders a
good basis is established to take the right decision at the right time.
The approach is based on enhanced collaboration methodology with
a framework project and a support team that is cohesive for subprojects within the framework project.
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In the tests during the spring of 2015 Sweco and
Trafikverket also participated. The kinds of track
defects that may be detected by the method are
evaluated. The work is concentrated the the Ore
lines Malmbanans south orbit, but trials will also
be made on the SSAB steel train on the route
between Luleå and Borlänge.

Erik Mattsson from Damill are in the process of installing Tracklogger on one of LKAB’s ore wagons in Luleå before departure
towards Malmberget.

Research Activities
Combating curve squeal noise
Researchers: Matthias Asplund, Matti Rantatalo, Roger Johnsson
Demands from society for more sustainable transports are resulting in advantages for railway transports. The capacity increase being made to meet these
demands is leading to more activities on the track, even during night time. For
many years continuous urbanisation has been resulting in a higher density
of residents in cities and in areas close to railway tracks. The combination of
these factors is raising the issue of noise disturbances from railway transports,
which is forcing infrastructure managers to take action to combat noise from
railway transports systematically. There are different types of noise emanating from railways and one of the most annoying is curve squeal noise. In this
research project at JVTC, the curve squeal phenomenon, the places where it
occurs, and different methods for reducing it are investigated. The curving capability of a vehicle plays an important role in the generation of curve squeals,
and therefore the way in which different rail profiles affect the capability to
steer in a sharp curve has been studied. A lubrication approach has been
tested to investigate the effect on the noise where two different Top-Of-Rail

friction modifiers have been applied, with good results, on the top of the rail.
This study also shows that the root cause of the noise will not only generate
unpleasant sound, it will also inflict excessive ware on to the rail, reducing the
life length of the rail substantially.

Sustainable Initiatives
To compete and survive in 21st Century, Companies
are focussing more and more on green or sustainable initiatives.
Managing asset sustainability effectively can support the
organizations to enhance their competitive position and create additional value. Industries are major contributors of the
social, environmental and economic issues of the society, and
many of them have initiated sustainability drive to reduce
the negativity of environmental, energy consumption and
other social issues Achieving a sustainable development needs
strategic and continuous efforts involving the entire organization, where maintenance efforts play an important role. The

management needs to understand and develop an appropriate
strategic approach to understand the challenges involved and
preparing all involved groups and personnel to achieve the
sustainable development through application of maintenance
performance measurement.
Keeping these aspects in focus, our Division is collaborating
with industry and funding agency to share its research expertise in energy saving and sustainability drive.
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Road Research Area
Sustainable road transports are dependent on smart and innovative solutions to cope with an increase in the flow
of goods while reducing the harmful effects on the environment.
Increase in the capacity of existing transportation systems and lower energy use
require better maintenance decision that is supported by online and integrated
condition monitoring systems. Furthermore, improved maintenance is necessary
for the transportation of goods and people on the road to function optimally in
winter, spring, summer and autumn. The operation and maintenance research
group at LTU is engaged in the development of Condition Based Maintenance
(CBM) solutions for the road sector especially in the northern part of Sweden
with high loading conditions (forestry, process, steel, and mining industry).
A growing area of research is floating data that are extracted from in-vehicle
sensors, measurement applications on smartphone and fleet management systems.
Once mined, the data can be used for feature extraction, fault classification and
prognostic modelling. These systems have the advantage to collect data more
frequently and it is possible to monitor asset condition anywhere and whenever it
is needed. High Capacity Transports (HCT) is one area of application of floating
data. For heavy trucks with gross weight above 60 tons, there is a need to increase
the knowledge and the empirical basis for evaluating the effects of increased
gross weight axle load on road deterioration and maintenance. Another application is mine haul roads and ramps, which are the lifeline of both surface and
underground mining. The constant demand for increased production efficiency
motivates the development of new effective tools for better haul road maintenance planning.
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PHOTO : Phillip Tretten

in maintenance to achieved high level
of safety and aircraft availability in cost
effective way. The aviation program is
dedicated to RAMS, Data Mining and
information logistics in aviation context.
eMaintenance solutions for effective decision-making in maintenance

Aviation Research Area
Today’s highly advanced technological flying platforms, such as
aircraft, helicopters are characterized by a high degree of integration,
automation and complexity.
When dealing with such complex
aviation systems, it is critical for air
carriers to achieve high standards of
safety and reliable services, at lowest
possible life cycle cost. This needs to be
supported through an effective maintenance solution which ultimately can
enhance the aircraft’s capability to meet
market demands at the lowest possible
cost. Hence, it is critical to introduce a
product lifecycle management (PLM)
program for the fleet throughout its
whole lifecycle, where, issues such as
dynamic maintenance program, spare
part planning, fleet management and
phase-out program arise.
Moreover, in today’s global business
scenarios, it is necessary to implement
an eMaintenance solution to provide
information services that support the
maintenance of complex technical
systems. In addition, when dealing with
such complex technical systems with
long life cycles, the management of
RAMS-related information is crucial
to fulfill stringent dependability, Life
Support Cost (LSC) and safety requirements. The aviation research program is
committed to enhance the effectiveness
of aircraft operability considering future
demand and service models.

Some of the projects
within aviation
Aircraft Maintenance Program
Development
The purpose of this research program
is to develop decision support methodologies and tools for aircraft scheduled
maintenance program development. The
results will facilitate decision making

This project aims to explore and describe how the information logistics
in support of decision making can be
established. Data and information from
the technical facilities that describe state
and state changes should be gathered
and presented so that decisions on
necessary measures can be taken. The
project will further develop skills and
expertise in eMaintenance, at field scale
in the JAS Gripen, Saab Aerotech based
on the earlier case studies from Banverket and Vattenfall Hydropower.
Enhanced Life Cycle Assessment
for Performance-Based Logistics
To improve the competitiveness of the
Swedish aerospace industry, it has become increasingly important to ensure
the availability and reliability of analyses
based on the heterogeneous data sets
that are generated during the life cycle
of airborne platforms and their support
systems. The purpose of this research
program is to develop methodologies,
tools and models to facilitate implementations of performance based
logistics (PBL) concepts in maintenance
with cost effectiveness.

PHOTO : Phillip Tretten
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Sustainable

transportation
Luleå University of Technology has appointed nine areas of excellence in research and innovation.
One of them, named Future transportation, is led by the division.
The future of sustainable transport will depend
on smart and innovative solutions to cope
with an increase in the flow of goods and
passengers at the same time as it will reduce
the harmful effects on the environment and
climate. Demand for better interoperability
between different modes of transport, better
maintenance, lower energy use, as well as an
increase in the capacity of existing transportation systems will be required. The transport of
goods and people must function equally well in
winter, spring, summer and autumn.
At Luleå University of Technology, research is
focused on vehicle technology, maintenance
systems, and vehicle testing operations in
cold climates, road engineering and space
technology. The university plays a leading role
in maintenance technology in the rail and road
sectors, automotive testing and energy-efficient
vehicle technology.
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The National Strategic
Innovation Agenda for Robust
and Reliable Transport System
Luleå University of Technology received a grant
from Vinnova to develop a proposal for a national
research and innovation program, on how to
achieve a robust and reliable transport system. In
close cooperation with 30 partners in the transport industry and other universities, the National
Strategic Innovation Agenda, Robust and Reliable
Transport System (RTS) was developed with a
focus on research and innovation in the application areas of rail and road systems, but also
communications to and from ports and airports.
The overall objectives of the RTS agenda is to
improve the economic, social and environmental
efficiency in transportation systems through
research and innovation. The RTS vision for
the national transport system, is that it must
be reliable, robust, and flexible and moreover
attractive, safe, sustainable and effective. A func-

tioning and sustainable transport system is based
upon, that the parties do not appear as isolated
elements but are part of a larger context, which is
based on good communication and cooperation.
The agenda shall create incentives and tools for
partners universities, government and industry to
collaborate and cooperate, according to the Triple
Helix model. RTS focuses on the following areas:
control of transport, innovation linked to transport,
freight and passengers, as well as intelligent
transport systems.

Luleå Railway Research Center (JVTC),
www.jvtc.ltu.se
Järnvägstekniskt centrum (JVTC) is a collaborative research center at
Luleå University of Technology (LTU). It was established in 1998 and during
the last 18 years it has built up a research program adopting a distinctive
multidisciplinary approach to meet short term and long term challenges
faced by the operation and maintenance engineers of the railway sector.
The main purpose of the center is to coordinate the railway research being
pursued at different departments, at LTU and to facilitate the contacts
between researchers, companies and the railway sector in general. Through
international collaboration with other centers, institutions, universities and
companies, a platform has been built for the development of an efficient
and environmental friendly railway transport system. The strategic focus
of JVTC is to develop methods, models, methodologies and technology to
make the railway sector competitive and a sustainable mode of transportation through industry sponsored research and innovation. The center has
built up world class competence in the areas of RAMS, Condition Monitoring
and eMaintenance. These research areas bring strategic focus to some
critical research topics which have considerable impact on the performance
of railway systems. The center has also established a Railway Research and
Demonstration Corridor as a living lab test facility. The center is currently
headed by Prof. Uday Kumar and funded by industry.

SKF University Technology Center (UTC) for Advanced
Condition Monitoring
www.ltu.se/centres/SKF-LTU-University-Technology-Centre
The UTC is a collaboration between SKF and three divisions at Luleå University of Technology; Operation & Maintenance Engineering, Machine elements
and EISLAB. The idea of SKF-LTU University Technology Center is to develop
advanced concepts for condition monitoring of smart machinery equipment. The vision is the “thinking machine” where bearing and systems has
moved from being passive to being active and independent, this to enable
machines to reconfigure themselves in a smart way during operation and
thereby preventing costly downtime. The center is governed by a framework
agreement between the university and SKF which lasts for an initial period
of five years. The funding from SKF supports day-to-day operation of the
Center and a number of PhD researchers who work on projects under the
UTC umbrella. During the year 2013 the Center also attracted research grant
from VINNOVA – The Government Agency for innovation. The main focus of
the operation and maintenance division within the centre is to develop hybrid
models for predicting Remaining Useful Life of bearings or other assets.

Our
Collaborative
Research
Centers

Center for Maintenance and Industrial Services (CMIS)

Center for Advanced Mining and Metallurgy (CAMM)

www.cmis.ltu.se

www.ltu.se/centres/camm

CMIS is a collaborative platform initiated by Luleå University of Technology in
close cooperation with
industrial partners. The business goal of CMIS is to conduct coordinated
competence development,
applied research and development work focusing on new technology, organization and financial issues to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
plant, installations, industrial services and products. CMIS undertook various
activities to promote dialogue and interaction in an effort to understand the
engineering support requirements of industry. CMIS organized many seminars and workshops for this purpose. Leading professors and expert from
Canada, Australia, and India delivered interactive lectures for the benefit of
our industrial partners. Open-dialogue on various industrial issues and challenges was undertaken in the workshops, followed by the seminars, which
provided an opportunity to understand the industrial perspective for initiating
joint research projects. Today, CMIS has more than 6 industrial partners.

CAMM is a center of excellence in mining and metallurgy established in
2009, and funded by strategic grant from the Swedish Government. The aim
of CAMM is to build world class research within mining and metallurgy with
focus on sustainable use of natural resources. There are six research work
packages within the framework of CAMM and our Division is responsible for
work package of “Lean Production”. Other research work packages are: Geometallurgy and 4D Geological Modelling; Deep Mining; Particle Technology;
Green Mining and Raw Materials for future iron and steel making.
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Maintenance
Research Laboratries
The division has established the eMaintenance and railway research station lab. Besides
these two labs we also work in close cooperation with other laboratories such as, EISLAB
(Embedded Internet Systems Laboratory),Tribological laboratory, etc.
The measurement station in
Sunderbyn is used for wheel
profile measurements.

The largest locomotive model
in the CBMLab weights at
least 10 kilo.

eMaintenance LAB is the world’s first
international laboratory for eMaintenance.

Condition Based
Maintenance Lab
(CBM LAB)
CBM lab (Condition Based Maintenance), has a focus on condition monitoring of railway and machine elements
(gears, bearings, etc.) and is equipped
with a test rig for condition monitoring
of cracks in gears and bearing faults as
well as an advanced test rig for condition monitoring of various sizes and
types of gearboxes charged with realistic
torque and speed. In addition, a model
railway with locomotives and cars, with
a track gauge of 45 mm, is used for
training purposes and scaled testing.
The laboratory also possesses measuring
equipment for ultrasonic inspection and
condition monitoring of rail and track
switches.eMaintenance LAB

eMaintenance LAB
The eMaintenance LAB as a platform
for development of solutions aimed to
facilitate maintenance decision making.
eMaintenance LAB, is located at the
University in Luleå and a similar site developed for LKAB in Kiruna, Sweden.
These sites are designed and developed
to facilitate hands-on experiences in
eMaintenance research. The lab provides
a set of inter-connected and integrated
services grouped as architectural services, infrastructural services, and platform
services. The provided tools are utilised
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in research, education, and innovation
within operation and maintenance.
Furthermore, eMaintenance LAB is
used to encourage and strengthen the
cooperation and collaboration between
industrial and academia partners.
eMaintenance LAB is now providing
various services to both national and
international stakeholders. This includes
industry and research partners from
Slovenien, Spain, Italy, Germany, Norway, Finland, and USA.

The Swedish Railway
Research and
Demonstration Corridor
Global leaders in railway transport sectors are making investments to build
laboratories and pilot test sites to test
the components for reliability and
dependability characteristics. In Sweden,
the track section between Luleå and
Boden is being instrumented and developed to act as living research and demonstration corridor under mixed traffic
situation. This will facilitate continuous
monitoring of railway infrastructure and
rolling stocks in real time using state of
the art technology. The corridor which
is equipped with state of the art measurement and communication technologies for measurement, monitoring and
storage of data is critical for researchers
at JVTC with strategic focus to develop
maintenance models, tools and methodology to facilitate correct and timely

decisions ensuring effective and efficient
maintenance processes solutions.
The JVTC Research Station is a
measurement station to measure forces
exerted by vehicles on the track. The
mounting pattern of sensors at measurement point separates the vertical and
lateral forces. The measurement station
delivers real time data 24 hours a day,
identifies trains and wagons, provide a
top 10 list of poorly performing axels
and internet access to real time data.
At the Wheel Profile Measurement
Station in Sunderbyn, 20 km northwest of LTU, wheel profile measurement equipment has been installed. The
equipment automatically detects passing
wheel sets and fires laser-based units to
measure the wheel profiles of trains at
operational speed. By combining this
information with RFID readings of the
wagon identity, the research corridor
can provide a unique opportunity for
eg. wheel maintenance optimization on
an individual wheel level.
The Railway Cloud powered by
eMaintenance LAB is a platform that
enables tools, data, and information
aimed for Big Data Analytics related
to railway system, including railway
infrastruc¬ture and rolling stocks. Today,
this platform serves railway research
projects with context-adapted services.

International

Research Collaboration
and

Networking

To strengthen research and education and their quality, a
strong network with all related active research groups, nationally and internationally is essential. Keeping this in view, we
have created formal and informal networking and collaboration with research groups with universities and industries
outside Sweden.The Universities and Research Institutes
are: Aalto University, Finland; Birmingham University, UK;
Central Queensland University at Gladstone, Australia; Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay and Kharagpur, India;
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia;
Tromsö University, Norway; University of

Cincinnati, USA; University of Queensland, Australia; University of Stavanger, Norway;VTT, Helsinki, Finland; University
of Valencia, Spain.The Industries are: Airbus, France; ALSTOM
Transport, France; ABB, Sweden; ProRail, LKAB; Boliden AB;
Saab Aerospace and Trafikverket, Sweden. Our Division is one
of the initiating members of the European Research Network
on Strategic Engineering Asset Management (EURENSEAM) and involved with European National Maintenance
Society (EFNMS).

Center for Intelligent
Maintenance System(IMS)

University
Australia

The Division of Operation &
maintenance Engineering is having
close collaboration in maintenance
area with the Center for Intelligent
Maintenance Systems at University of Cincinnati, USA. In order
to strengthen the collaboration,
University of Cincinnati has invited
and appointed Prof. Uday Kumar as
a Guest Professor. Professor Jay Lee,
Director IMS is also appointed as a
visiting Guest Professor at the Division of Operation & Maintenance
Engineering, Luleå University.

Professor Pra Murthy from the
University of Queensland, Brisbane,
Australia is a Guest Professor at the
Division of Operation & Maintenance Engineering, Luleå University
of Technology. He has been actively
participating in teaching post graduate courses and conducting workshops and seminars since the year
2009.

Central Queensland
University
Within the framework of MoU
signed between Luleå Railway
Research Center and Centre for
Railway Engineering, Central
Queensland University (CQU).

of

Queensland

Established contact
with NASA
During the year Division established contacts with NASA and
one of our graduate student Mr.
Madhav Mishra spent a period of
three months as graduate intern in
Ames Rserach Center at NASA, San
Fransico.

CISB
CISB, Swedish-Brazilian Research
and Innovation Centre is a private
non-profit association that acts
an international hub to promote
dialogue and offer a prosperous
collaboration environment between
Sweden and Brazil.
Objective

The centre’s main objective is
to identify and support project
development initiatives that involve
advanced technology that can deliver solution to different industry
sectors, causing positive impact in
society.
The centre wishes to create fertile
ground to promote intense collaboration, leveraging and integrating
what is best from all parts involved,
which represent international companies, small and medium businesses, government, research institutes,
and universities mainly in Sweden
and Brazil.
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2015 – News and events
ePilot conference
The ePilot is a research and implementation project that
develops railway maintenance presented results from the
project’s first year during a conference in Luleå.

Uday Kumar presents JVTC during the ePilot conference.

The goal of the project is to improve punctuality and minimize
disruption in rail traffic through developing a decision support
for maintenance. The project is based on industry collaboration
between JVTC, and various railway companies and maintenance
contractors in Sweden. The conference gathered 60 participants
from the industry that took part of the results and possible
solutions that have emerged in the project and how the complex
process around a large collaborative can succeed. Topics discussed included better decision support by using eMaintenance,
development of maintenance contracts, and new technology
solutions for condition monitoring, deeper industry collaboration
and more efficient maintenance logistics.

India’s ambassador visited Luleå
University of Technology
Visit of Mrs Banashri Bose Harrison, Ambassador of India to
Sweden and Latvia to LTU on 12 March 2015. The ambassador was received at the University by the Pro-Vice Chancellor, Erik Höglund, and Örjan Johansson, Lennart Elfgren,
Uday Kumar and Pär Weihed.
The Ambassador and the members of the faculty discussed the
broad possibilities of cooperation between Luleå University of
Technology and India in important areas, like; Railway maintenance including safety and sustainability and in mining technology; She was given a detailed presentation on Luleå University of
Technology by the Pro-VC followed by presentations in the field of
Operation and Maintenance Engineering, Bridge technology and
Mining by the concerned faculty members

Professor with rail solutions
While the government is now spending billions on the Swedish
railway system a professor at Luleå University of Technology
is developing ideas for new railway switches. Jan Lundberg,
professor of operations and maintenance technologies, and also
Machine elements has developed no less than 14 new solutions
to future switches, most of which yet is secret.
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Rune Lindberg, Sven Ödéen, Johan Sterte and Uday Kumar.

Trafikverket and JVTC signs agreement for
continuous funding of railway research
Trafikverket and the railway industry give JVTC, new confidence
when it comes to research and innovation in the field of reliability and
maintenance. The collaboration, is financed by Trafikverket with twelve
million per year for five years.

Johan Casselgren, Per Bolund, Uday Kumar, Ramin Karim and Per-Olof
Larsson-Kråik.

Sweden’s deputy finance
minister visits JVTC
Per Bolund visited JVTC and emaintenanceLAB where Uday Kumar,
director for JVTC, presented the research conducted within the center
in order to gain control of the railway’s condition and research within
reliability and maintenance.

Luleå University of Technology, and specifically JVTC has for years demonstrated an ability to derive interesting research of a high international
standard in this area and we want to continue to contribute to this work, says
Sven Ödéen, Head of Department of Rail Systems at Trafikverket.
The research, within the framework of the new cooperation agreement,
will focus on railways challenges and demands for better maintenance of.
Trafikverket has a strong focus on developing the maintenance of rail infrastructure and hope that an increase in collaboration with Luleå University of
Technology will lead to even more research into practice.
- Digitization, the capacity and the railway system reliability and disaster
recovery capability for interference, should be the guiding principles in the
work of the new framework agreement, says Rune Lindberg, Chairman of
JVTC.

Planning more cooperation
with NASA
During Mishra’s stay at NASA Professor Kumar and his
colleague, Professor Diego Galar travelled down to initiate
a dialogue with the space agency for more cooperation.
The purpose of the visit, and the invitation is to increase
knowledge at Luleå University of Technology in the field of
prognostics in which NASA has leading knowledge.
Professor Uday Kumar and Professor Diego Galar mid back
and Madhav Mishra left front meets the leadership of the
NASA Ames Research Center
Photographer: Luleå tekniska universitet
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2015 – News and events
ICRESH-ARMS conference 2015
ARMS is a bi-annual event that deals with advances in the field of Reliability, Maintainability and Safety Engineering with the special focus on aviation,
railway, mining, energy, and process industries. ICRESH is held every five years. This was the third conference in the ICRESH series of Conferences.
Over a hundred people visited the event.

A welcome speech by Prof. Örjan
Johansson, Head of Dept. of Civil,
Environmental and Natural Resources
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Short breaks for socializing in between the
sessions. Olov Candell, Saab and
Peter Söderholm, Trafikverket.

Events 2015
The main purpose of reliability and maintenance engineering is to reduce the total
business risks. The main issue for maintenance
researchers and practitioner is to identify the
most applicable and effective time for maintenance and replacement so that assets and systems are safe, robust and reliable. Apart from
this maintenance facilitates the development of
society in a sustainable way. The area of maintenance is still evolving and needs sharing of
experiences and knowledge’s among academia
and practitioners from industry, says Prof Uday
Kumar, Head of Operation and Maintenance
Engineering, says Professor Uday Kumar,
Head of the Department of Operation and
Maintenance Engineering at Luleå University of
Technology, and the conference Chair.
Luleå University of Technology hosted the joint

International Conference of ICRESH-ARMS
2015 during June 1 - 4, 2015. ARMS “Advances in Reliability, Maintenance and Safety”
is a bi-annual event that deals with advances
in the field of Reliability, Maintainability and
Safety Engineering, hosted by Luleå University
of Technology. ICRESH “International Conference of Reliability Engineering, Safety and
Hazard” is held every five years and hosted by
Society of Reliability and Safety of India.
The major topics presented in the Conference
included but not limited to: RAMS (Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Safety) modeling and analysis, Design for maintenance,
Design-out maintenance, Risk analysis and
management, Probabilistic safety assessment, Condition monitoring and measurement
techniques, Diagnostics, Prognostics and

health management, Remaining useful life
modeling, Uncertainty modeling and evaluation,
etc. About 60 abstract selected among 120
submission and 100 delegates from 15 countries participated in conference. Please visit
www.ltu.se/icresh-arms for further information,
says Alireza Ahmadi, Associate Professor in
the Department of Operation and Maintenance
Engineering at Luleå University of Technology,
and the conference Co-chair and Convener.
The next ARMS Conference will be held at LTU
during 16-17 May 2017. ARMS Conference
and Workshop aims to become a leading platform for exchanging research results, finding
solutions to industrial problems and sharing of
state of the art knowledge in field of Reliability
and maintenance.

Nordic Rail 2015
Nordic Rail is the meeting place for the
railway industry’s customers and representatives. Every two years, industry representatives are gathered to present the latest
within railway development. JVTC shared a
research booth with KTH and Chalmers, to
demonstrate results of research projects.
JVTC also presented the ePilot at a seminar.
The industry showed a great interest in the
possibility to participate in ePilotens future
events.

International Heavy Haul
Association 2015 Conference
June 21-24 the International Heavy Haul Association
2015 Conference was held in Perth, Australia.
JVTC participated through a number of different
presentations.
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2015 – News and events
PART OF SWEDISH GOVERTMENT RAILWAY
DELEGATION TO INDIA

PARTICIPATED FOR GOVERNMENT
DELEGATION TOKYO.

JVTC was part of the Swedish Government Delegation led by Infrastructure minister Ms Anna Johansson.

PARTICIPATED FOR GOV DELEGATION Brazil

Prof Kumar was part of MoU-(for maintenance) delegation as apart of
Swedish Govt delegation to Japan on High speed train led by Infrastructure Minister Ms Anna Johansson to Japan , May

Prof. Diego Galar was part of the Swedish Govt Delegation led by
Minister of Enterprises Mikael Damberg, May

Prof U Kumar who was patron for the conference seen lighting the
lamp during the inaugural function of ICRRIQTE 2015.
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RECIEVED MULTIPLE RESEARCH AWARDS

Prof Uday Kumar was facilitated by Application of Computers and
Operations Research In The Mineral Industry (APCOM) council for
significant contribution to APCOM and mining industry during 37th APCOM Congress held in Fairbanks, Alaska, USA. The award recognizes
researchers who has contributed to the mining industry significantly
during the last decades.

Licentiate
Degree Awardees
Mojgan Aalipour
Title: Human Factors Approach for Maintenance Improvement
The purpose of this research work is to explore and describe human factors affecting maintenance execution. This research supports maintenance management to gain knowledge of
human factors that affect maintenance execution. Further, this understanding could be useful
in the development of strategies to improve the execution of maintenance.

Madhav Mishra
Title : Model-based Prognostics for Prediction of Remaining Useful Life
This thesis focuses especially on physics-based prognostic approaches, which depend on a
fundamental understanding of the physical system in order to develop condition monitoring
techniques and to predict the Remaining Useful Life(RUL)

Rajib Ghosh
Title: Rock Mass Characterisation Using Drill Performance Monitoring
In this research, usability of Measurement While Drilling (MWD) data have been assessed to
improve understanding of the drill system response to rock mass. The influencing factors that
limit the use of recorded MWD data for rock mass characterisation are identified. The effect
of factors influencing rock mass characterisation is minimised to improve the quality of the
predictions of rock mass properties.

Levis Zhang
Title: Big Data Analytics for eMaintenance: Modeling of high-dimensional data streams
This licentiate thesis proposes several strategies to adapt existing fault detection models to
online mode for them to be applicable in stream data mining.
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Doctorate
Degree Awardees
Stephen Mayowa Famurewa
Title: Maintenance analysis and modelling for enhanced railway infrastructure capacity
This doctoral thesis addresses improvements in maintenance to enhance capacity and service
quality through systematic maintenance analysis for effective planning and maintenance optimisation for efficient scheduling.

Amparo Morant
Title: Dependability and safety evaluation of railway signalling systems based on field
data.
This doctoral thesis explores the areas that could improve the performance of railway signalling
systems during the operation life cycle phase, by enhancing their dependability.

Yasser Mahmood
Availability Analysis of Frequency Converters in Electrified Railway Systems.
This doctoral thesis has addressed issues regarding availability performance as follows:
improvement of data reporting system planning, reliability modelling, evaluation of availability
performance, and, finally, identification of effective ways to reduce shortages of traction power.
The analysis outcome has revealed the areas where resources must be invested for improvement to reduce and prevent loss of load due to capacity outages.

Omar Dawood Mohammed
Title: Dynamic Modelling and Vibration Analysis for Gear Tooth Crack Detection
This doctoral thesis presents a method for gear tooth crack detection by means of vibration
analysis and modelling of gear dynamics. The thesis discloses the potential of identifying a gear
tooth crack and its growth, by measuring gear vibrations.
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Highlighted
Research Projects
ePilot119
Sponsor: Trafikverket
Researcher: Ramin Karim, Veronica
Jägare, Per-Olof Larsson-Kråik, Ulla
Juntti
Objective: Increase cooperation and
the sharing of data amongst railway
partners by using eMaintenance..
Duration: 2013 – 2016

Hybrid models for
machinery diagnosis
and prognosis
Sponsor: SKF
Researchers: Madhav Mishra,
Juhamatti Saari, Jan Lundberg, Matti
Rantatalo & Uday Kumar
Objective: This research strives to
improve the diagnosis and prognosis
of the RUL (Remaining Useful Life) of
an asset by the development of hybrid
models.
Duration: 2013– 2017

Efficient Performance
Based Air Vehicle
Maintenance
Sponsors: VINNOVA (NFFP-6), Luleå
University of Technology, Saab Support and Services, SAAB Aeronautics
Researchers: Alireza Ahmadi , Jan
Block & Amir-Hossein Garmabaki
Objective: To develop decision
support methodologies and tools
to enhance the Fleet Availability atminimum cost through maintenance
process within Performance-based
logistic Concept.
Duration: 2013-2016

Improvement of Railway
infrastructure Capacity
through effective
Maintenance Practices
Sponsor: Luleå Railway Research
Center (JVTC)
Researchers: Stephen M. Famurewa,
Matthias Asplund, Matti Rantatalo &
Uday Kumar
Objective: The objectives of this
project are to develop maintenance

decision support models and
deploy effective condition monitoring
systems for critical items to reduce
maintenance possession time.
Duration: 2010 – 2014

Lean Mining
Sponsor: Center of Advanced Mining
and Metallurgy (CAMM)
Researchers: Uday Kumar, Behzad
Ghodrati, Hadi Hoseinie, Amol Lanke,
Håkan Schunnesson & Jan Johansson
Objective: The goal is to build a state
of the art research capability in the
area of mine production system by focusing on the subprojects addressing
the critical issues to realize the vision
of lean mining system.
Duration: 2010 – 2014

RAMS analysis of railway
signalling systems
Sponsors: Luleå Railway Research
center (JVTC) & Swedish Transport
Administration
Researcher: Amparo Morant
Objective: This research analyses
the dependability and maintenance
of railway signaling systems and proposes various approaches to improve
maintenance performance.
Duration: 2012 – 2015

Improved availability and
reduced life cycle cost of
track switches
Sponsor: Swedish Transport Administration
Researchers: Iman ArastehKhouy,
Jan Lundberg & Matti Rantatalo
Objective: The Swedish railway infrastructure manager faces challenges of
demands on increasing traffic capacity
and thus improvement of the switches
and crossings (S&C). The aim is to
identify important conditions that can
improve availability and reduced life
cycle cost of track switches.
Duration: 2011 – 2016

OptiKrea - Optimal
methods for innovative
product development and
decision support
Sponsors: Vossloh Nordic Switch
Systems, Swedish Transport Administration & Infranord
Researchers: Anna Malou Petersson,
Matti Rantatalo, Jan Lundberg
Objective: To generate a collaboration between manager, suppliers
and maintainers so that it drives the
technical development of railway
products, and especially turnouts,
forward to achieve lower maintenance and life cycle costs as well as
increased punctuality. The goal is to
develop working methods facilitating
innovation that are tailor-made for the
railway sector.
Duration: 2012 – 2016

Key Performance
Indicators for control
and management of maintenance process through
eMaintenance
Sponsor: LKAB
Researchers: Esi Nunoo, Aditya
Parida, Ramin Karim & Phillip Tretten
Objectives:
1. To support LKAB in achieving its
production targets through assessment of the maintenance process
efficiently.

2. To develop & assess the maintenance process performance with
appropriate metrics / ratios.
3. To provide integration of PIs/KPIs to
meet the business needs through
performance monitoring and
development of a demonstrator to
implement this key system through
an eMaintenance solution.
Duration: 2013 – 2017

MaintTrain
Sponsor: LKAB
Researchers: Thomas Nordmark,
Jan Lundberg, Matti Rantatalo, P-O
Larsson Kråik, Uday Kumar
Objective: Optimum maintenance
of rolling stock, aiming for increased
axle loads and reduced maintenance
costs
Duration: 2014-2018
RAMS/LCC
Sponsors: Swedish transport administration & Luleå Railway Research
center ( JVTC)
Researchers: Alireza Ahmadi and
Iman Soleimanmeigouni
Objective: The purpose of this
research is to develop an integrated
RAMS-LCC model for identification
of the effective maintenance and renewal strategies, to ensure a desired
level of capacity, considering risk and
cost constraints.
Duration:2014- 2018
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Research implementation
Sponsors: JVTC/LTU, Trafikverket
Researcher: Veronica Jägare, Jan
Lundberg, Per-Olof Larsson-Kråik
Objective: To contribute to a greater
understanding of the challenges
that the utilization of research and
development within operation and
maintenance of the railway system
offers, the factors affecting implementation and provide a knowledge-based
decision support model, taking into
account multiple stakeholders.
Duration: 2014-2019

(RCM) for Automated Mining Machinery
Sponsor: VINNOVA
Researcher: Behzad Ghodrati, Hadi
Hoseinie, Uday Kumar
Objective: The purpose of this
research project is to study the
feasibility of applying Reliability
Centred Maintenance (RCM) in mining
environment with special reference
to complex automated underground
mining machineries.
Duration: 2015 – 2016

Heavy Haul Axle Loads
analysis on Malmbanan
Line
Sponsor: LKAB
Researcher: Janet Lin, Thomas
Nordmark, Liangwei Zhang
Objective: Study regarding assessment of wagons’ loads in Iron Ore
line, Sweden to support reviewing and
optimizing strategies of safety and
reliable transport system.
Duration: 2015-2016

Top Of Rail-reduction of
damages in wheel/rail
interaction
Sponsor: Trafikverket
Researchers: Saad Ahmed Khan,
Jan Lundberg, Matti Rantatalo,
Christer Stenström
Objective: Deliver knowledge to
Trafikverket on the effects Top-OfRail Friction-Modifier (TOR-FM) on
wear, cracks and friction control and
calculate the economic efficiency of
the same
Duration: 2015 – 2019

Design of apparatus for
measuring friction and
wear of railway rails in the
field
Sponsor: Trafikverket and LTU Innovation
Researcher:, Jan Lundberg,
Objective: Deliver a method for the
deliver of trustable friction and wear
constanst for simulation of life time of
railway rails
Duration: 2014 – 2018

On-going European Union (EU)
Projects within the
framwork of FP7
OPTIRAIL
Sponsor: EU, FP7 (Seventh Framework Program)
Researchers: Diego Galar,Roberto Villarejo & Uday Kumar
Objective: The main objective targeted by the OPTIRAIL project aims at
developing a new tool, based on Fuzzy and Computational Intelligence
techniques and validated through two case studies, that will enable the better cross-border coordination for decision making of railway infrastructure
maintenance across Europe.
Duration:2012-2015

iMain: Intelligent maintenance
Sponsor: EU, FP7 (Seventh Framework Program)
Researchers: Ramin Karim, Phillip Tretten & Uday Kumar
Objective: The objective is to develop a novel decision support system for
predictive maintenance.
Duration: 2012-2015

Power OM: Power consumption driven Reliability,
Operation and Maintenance optimization
Sponsor: EU, FP7 (Seventh Framework Program)
Researchers: Diego Galar & Uday Kumar
Objective: The aim of this project is to use the energy consumption monitoring and profiling, in an easy to implement condition based maintenance
technique.
Duration: 2012-2015

Horizon 2020: Smart, Green
and Integrated Transport
IN2RAIL
Sponsors: EU H2020
Researchers: Matti Rantatalo, Adithya Thaduri, Stephen Famurewa
Objective: The IN2RAIL project is to set the foundations for a resilient,
consistent, cost-efficient, high capacity European network by delivering
important building blocks that unlock the innovation potential that exists in
Shift2Rail: innovative technologies will be explored and resulting concepts
embedded in a systems framework where infrastructure, information management, maintenance techniques, energy, and engineering are integrated,
optimized, shared and exploited
Duration: 2015-2018

INFRALERT
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Sponsors: EU H2020
Researchers: Johan Odelius, Adithya Thaduri, Amir Garmabaki
Objective: INFRALERT aims to develop an expert-based information
system to support and automate infrastructure management from measurement to maintenance.
This includes the collection, storage and analysis of inspection data, the
determination of maintenance tasks necessary to keep the performance of
the infrastructure system in optimal condition, and the optimal planning of
interventions.
Developments will be demonstrated in two real-world pilots: a railway
network in Sweden and a road network in Portugal.
Duration: 2015-2018

Publications
Journals
Zhang L, Lin J, Karim R. An Anglebased Subspace Anomaly Detection
Approach to High-dimensional Data:
With an Application to Industrial
Fault Detection. Journal of Reliability
Engineering and System Safety.
2015, 142: 482-497
Lin J, Pulido J, Asplund M. Reliability
Analysis for Preventive Maintenance
based on Classical and Bayesian Semi-parametric Degradation
Approaches using Locomotive
Wheel-sets as a Case Study. Journal
of Reliability Engineering and System
Safety. 2015, 134: 143-156
Lin J, Asplund M. Bayesian Semiparametric Analysis for Locomotive
Wheel Degradation using Gamma
Frailties. Institution of Mechanical
Engineers. Proceedings. Part F:
Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit.
2015, 229(3) 237–247
Work place factors effect on maintainability in challenging operating
conditions – Mojgan Aalipor : M.
Aalipour1, A. Barabadi2
1 Luleå University of Technology,
Luleå, Sweden
2 University of Tromsø - The Arctic
University of Norway, Tromsø,

Norway
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J 2015, ‘Condition monitoring of
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International Journal of Condition
Monitoring, vol 5, no. 1, pp. 2-8.
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Measurement for Continuous
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Kumar, U. (2015), Preventive and corrective maintenance: cost comparison
and cost–benefit analysis, Journal of
Structure & Infrastructure Engineering.
Parida, A (2015), Condition Monitoring
and Diagnosis of Modern Dynamic
Complex Systems using Criticality
aspect of Key Performance Indicators,
Proceedings of 28th International
Conference on Condition Monitoring
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Understanding Knowledge Reuse
Process: A case study in a production
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Keynote/
Invited speech
Prof. Uday Kumar, 7th International Conference on Quality, Reliability, Infocom Technology and Business Operations (Trends and Future
Directions). 28th to 30th December 2015 New Delhi (India). Title:
eMaintenance : Issues and challenges
Prof. Uday Kumar, International Conference on Mining Technology
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Prof. Diego Galar , DMIN’15. The 11th international conference on
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TECHNICAL
REPORTS
Stenström, C 2015, Effektsamband för underhåll av järnväg:
Förstudie. Kungliga tekniska högskolan, Inst. för transportvetenskap,
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report / Luleå University of Technology).
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Introduction to Miantenance Engineering.
Modelling , Optimization and Management. By Mohammed Ben-Daya, Uday Kumar, D.N. Prabhakar Murthy.
Publisher: Wiley
This comprehensive text book links theory with practice using real illustrative cases involving plants , infrastructure
and other engineering products and components and exposes the students to the evolutionary trends in maintenance engineering and management. The book has been written by authors with extensive experiences in
teaching and research apart from working with different industrial sectors.

Maintenance Audits Handbook.
A performance measurement Framework. By Diego Galar and Uday Kumar. Publisher : CRC Press
The handbook explores and presents the key aspects of effective and efficient maintenance management using
performance measurement as foundation. The book is equally useful for students and engineers.
and will serve as a valuable resource for those in the field.

Current Trends in Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety
-An Industry Perspective.
Editors: Kumar, U., Ahmadi, A., Verma, A.K., Varde, P. (Eds.). Publisher : Springer
Containing selected papers from the ICRESH-ARMS 2015 conference in Lulea, Sweden, collected by editors with
years of experiences in Reliability and maintenance modeling, risk assessment, and asset management, this work
maximizes reader insights into the current trends in Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) and
Risk Management.
Featuring a comprehensive analysis of the significance of the role of RAMS and Risk Management in the decision
making process during the various phases of design, operation, maintenance, asset management and productivity
in Industrial domains, these proceedings discuss key issues and challenges in the operation, maintenance and risk
management of complex engineering systems and will serve as a valuable resource for those in the field.

An Operation and Maintenance Production
Artificial Intelligence Tools: Decision Support Systems in Condition Monitoring and Diagnosis Hardcover
by Diego Galar Pascual
Artifical Intelligens is a methodology and a programming approach, developed, and still under improvement, for
effective maintenance management through its use in condition monitoring. Artificial intelligence is used in all kind
of maintenance for industry machines. Because of the success in Condition monitoring, this book compiles and
structures all AI tools used in CM in a reference handbook.
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